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CHAP:TER I

IITTRODUC.TION

The importance of school accdur tability. is def-

initely being stres.ed today not only in educa-
;

'tional literature, wt in speeches and ;the popular

press' as well. Eveil ?resident Nixon] in his Educa-

tion Message (March. 3, 197U), has stated that there

is a need for teachers and administrators to be held

4

accountable for their performance. School boards,

- government agencies, local agencies, and individual

parents have all demanded that the releVance and

effectiveness of curriculum and teaching methods, be.
established.

Educators, as prdfessional group, have tended

to react to criticisms of -Um profession by dismissing

their accusers as laymen who lack knowledge o f the

field. However, to iirofit from this new era pf ac-
,

countability, it seems essential that eduCators re-
,

examine the educational process, and specifically the

teacher, often identLaed as the most crucial varia-'

ble within this proPEfts'. If teacher behavior is to

change, then the methods and procedureS for the ed-

ucation of.teaehers must also change,.

There.are yaribus diTtions that the rqTani-



.k

4 zatiox of teacher education could take and there are
K

many elements of traditional programs that could be,

reviewed or Aen discarfled. Perhaps the dichotomy,,

between pre-sprvice and in-service education could' be

J

eradicated. Teacher education might better be con-;

strued as an on-going process, responsive to need'

rather than tradition.

It might be that we can np longer afford the lux-

4 ury f training teachers in th semi-vacuum of the uni

versitv where the theoretical i oten,divorced from

the practical. could be that student teachers would

profit from immersion'in the real world of the public

school before- ,dealing with the abstract in'the collgge

classroom. Or perhaps a. marriage 'of theory and prac-

tice in the clinical setting of the public school is

the answer to the problems of teacher eaucation.

It is certainly evident that the old patterns of

teacher educat.ipn no longer fit ,the demands of a Chang-

ing society. Teachers are called upon to individualize

ibnstkIction',. yet the traditional model in which they

-are trained disregards their individuallty. The.typ-

ical teacher\education program recognizespne hypothet-

ical ideal teacher and With Procrustean logic attempts

to mold all prospective teachers in this ipage.
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Thei.e is no statistical evidence to prove that
o

the ;e is Only one effective waysito become a good each-

,

er. )y)et. traditional teacher pre-service and in-ser-
),

vice programs_pereiSti-thisassumption. ,Whymust

pre-service education rcqUire that all students go

th,rough'the.see core curriculum at' a. university?

Why mist studentteaphing tI a short. and often unre-

lated. adjunct to the.teacher preparation program?

Must in-service prograMs be an onerous duty thrust

upon unwilling sjtaff members or can they be creatively

designed to foster the indfvidudl competencies of

teachers dedicated to improving their professional

expertise?'

The past decades have produced a variety. of be-

wildering changeseot all of them technological.

There is no reason to suppose that in the decades ahead

such rapid change will not continue. As the demands

upon the school to keep pace with societal changes
4

mount, the demands made Upon teachers will also increase.

New ways of coping with this phenomenon must be found

and new directions in teacher edueation.must be explored.

The time is ripe for the establishment Of creative

partnerships in the teacher education process.' LoCal

.

involvement in this process could\prove to be a truly

-beneficial response to the call for accountability.



Ihnd

The intent of this' paper. is

in-service

explrdre. pre-service

education'vith.specitib reference to

the local role.

Although not necessa*ily advopting

in-,Servic dichotomy, the two areas will

a'pre-service/

often be treat

ed separately here for p*pobes.of-ekplication. .11e will

be, discussing what has been done, what is being done,
/

.

and what should he 'in. teacher/education.

0



-CHAPTPK II

Locr,T.. TIKTOLVEMENT rN PRY --SERV ICE F UCATION :

,

It is ironic that file' public School as the recipient

of the graduates of teacher education ins ituU.ons has 'had

only limited influ4ce. with these instit tions' in the .devel-
e .

pping of programs.. Indeed, ttirourout tle history of
I

teacher education,' the role of local qchciols in thetraining

of odiure teachers can best` be described as minimal.

In ''researching the inYolveraent ,of 1 cal schools in

pre-service education, the writer has focused on the dedatle
,

of the sixties. However, if the, decades of the fortie's and
1r

6

fifties had been "'included, in the ze arch, it is likely' that
the facts dis-Closed would not haye differed significantly.

It is ,,clear that the influence of the 1 cal school on pre-

service education has been, and remains slight.
-

The extent of co operatipn between re teacher training

institution and the local school is tpiclly confined to.
the matter of placement of student/tea

coordinator calls a principal' or a cer ral Office adminis-
-'

ers.. The college.

trator ind.in
for placement.

is tes the numb 6r offstudent teachers available
administrator/assigns these students to

,te,chers who :nay or
,

V
may, not have indicated a desire, to 'work



. with interns.

cnot have,eUidenced capability in = training procedures.

More important' I, these teachers'may or

may not'have.evl:deneeFl. ixeeiler

art of ted hing

The

be or even

may

They

adequacy in the'

2

liege or university supervisor may make on'osite

fcrr the 'purpose of supervising the studentvisitation

teachers. Yet, the number of he e vis4s varies wiaely.

More importanly, the effect o

cOnditions presdntly exist, the

has little or no control over

t6cher-and-the quality of the
.

a

these visits varies. As

.college's intern ,supervisor

fir

he behavaOx of the supervising

'student teaching. experience'.

Likewise, the public, ,school and the supervising teacher'
I f , ,.

have practically no\Contral °viler the typejaf preparation
I

the ,student-:teacher has'undergone.prior to reportingtto
. .

thek,public school for practice_teaching.
I

jiZAKNESSEA lsTiTRADITIONAL STUDENT TEACHING. ktACTICES,

,

1

pie traditional student teaching modelhas constituted

thonly major degree of loc 1 school invoi.vement in the

pi-e=servace education of -t,a hers during the sixties, .In

an analysis of this traditiOnal model, the, iollowing

weakensses emerged:

?'
1. The inadequacy\of cthods courses As they:

a

presently exist and as they relate to teaching,
/ r \

\

1



in public-,schools.'
, .

,The -lack of correlat4.on between the theory
- .

.and prtice phases of pre-service education.

1'3. The inadtquacy of.the timeriod allotted '..

for the studfent teachg.-

The",lack of cont-al over the quality of the

supervisin?,teacer.

5: The lack of "reallity" in'theR5actice t:eachipg

phase /of pre-ser;viCe edUtatic;h.
yt 1,

I

INADEQUACY OF METHODS COURSES

As teacher$'preparation now generally exists,'the

prospective,teacher enrolls in 'so-called "methods courses"

befo,re beginning student teaching. These courses emphasize
*

the theoretical, dtten at the.eX-Pense of the practical.

Mulhern states that an educational theory that could be
.

presented in methods courses is obviously lacking. The

need or such a theory can he appreciated when one,observes

teachers making avoid-ble errors, tlE results of which Could
.

have been predicted. This lack of theory also becomes
\

obVious:whelf teacherp are encouraged to engage in sel
cl_

i l..

peerevaluation. Mulhern states that it_ almost seems as it

I' 4

1. John D.-Mulhern, "The New Emphasis in. Teaching," North
Central Association Quarterly, XLI1 (Fall, 1967), :400-207
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B. 0. Smith, while-advocating,that the training

institut,ion and the schoOl remain separate entities,

stresses the need for more systematic presentations in

theory courses.
1

'He also stresses the importance: of

relat'ing theoretical knowledge to behavioral situations.

This leads to the next area of weakenss in the traditiOnal

model of tehcher preparation.

LACK-OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE:.

. Brown investigatpd the consistency between what

teachers profess to believe about teacher effectiveness

and what these same teachers were observed to practice

in their. -Aassrooms.
2

While Brown's stud dealt speei-

ficially with Dewey's philosophy, his findings have

L applicability to the whole theory-practice diler a. He

discovered that while teachers tend to agree verbally with

1. B. Othanel -Smith 'fith Saul B. Cohen and Arthur Pearl,
Tez,.chcri; for-the Rel World, (Washington,,D.
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1969) -

2. .BP.rton Brown, "Congruity of Student: Teachers'
Beliefs and Przletices with-Orrey.'s Philosophy,"
Ertl` ucatioa will (January, 1969) 163-168.
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Dewey's suggestions as to what should take plce in the

classroom, they fail to use these firactices in their

teaching.

This suggests that a pre-service education model

which isolates the theoretical will not produce the
a

desired results in the practical realm. Ironically, in

view of the study jut cited, it was Dewey, himself, who

\ver fifty years ago warned against the unhappy conse-

quences of a failure to relate theory to practice.

The emOrical evidence lends support what educators

have'been saying for-some time.. There is an obvious dis-
h

parity between theory as it is taught in a college' classroom'

and practice in the actual school setting. This theory-
.

practice gap may stem from the imprecise conceptions of

the nature and goals of effective teaching. Studies by

Bellack,1 Ryan2 and Fiendexs3 reveal the importance of

systematic appraisal of the teaching act.

If theory and practice should be related, then the

1. Arno A. Dellae% and Joel Davity and Others, :NIAlaaalm
of the C1n:IrIvelr,!1, (Columbia University, U.S.O.L. Co-
operative Reue,gcn, Project No. 1497, )963).

.2. David G. Ityris, ChNracterixtlies of Teacher si Their
Deserintion Ceiluarivpn ;Ind 1t!nraic'n1, (6ashington,
D. C. American Council on Lducation, 1960).

3. Ned A. Flanders, Tf,o(:her InflmrmsnliNgalLISAVIA111121
Aehievenontt Stulif.!1 in 3nterp.etion Ana Lvis

.

IRTR71717polist University of Minnesota, U.S.O.E. Co-
operative kcsearch, Project No. 397, 1960),



most productive phase cf a teacher preparation program

should be the student teaching experience. Unfortunately.

this is not the usual case. The next two areas of weakness

in the traditional teacher preparation program to be dis-

cussed pertain to this point.

THE INADEQUACY OF THE TIMWPERICP

The student teachin9ephe of teacher preparation

programs geerally involves a time period of from four

weeks to one semester. Rarely does this period extend

beyond a semester; compiPte waivers of the practice

A
teaching requirement are not unconinifin..

Student teachers often develop inaccurate percep-

tions about Leaching from their truncated experience in

the schools. Because of the time limitation, they may
/-

have no idea of what the first day of school is like;

they may fail to appreciate the continuity in curriClum

developmlent;and they may have no time to become acquainted

with,varying grade levels or types of classes. During a

sh6rt student teaching period, a prospective teacher may

have the opportunity to observe only one teacher, the

teacher to whom he assigned.



Andrews, in ,his dicussion of the initial pre- . /

paration of the career teacher succinctly summarizes /

these limitations. "present -day, terrinal, One-shot/

student teaching can be ,demonstrated to be education/ally

H1psychologically, operationally. and financially uns9Und.

LACK OF CONTROL OVER SUPERVISING REACHER QUALITY

Silberman has pbserved that,

"Perhaps the weakest link in the chain of/
practice teaching, and the, one that is.most
difficult to correct, is the public schoOl
teacher in whose clasSrOom the student teacher
does his practice teaching. A large body of
experience corroborated by some research,
indicates that this teacher exerts ccrider-6-
ably moreinfluence.on,the student te.cher's
style and 'approach than do his supervisors
or the edUcatiron professors under whom he'
has studied." . 1V

.
/

Silberman notes that ,the-2,stude aller, without
,

.

,i

adequate supervision and without a thoro gh grounding

in the theory of teaching or learning by which he can

. judge and analyze the teaching behavior/of the teacher

with whom he is placed, n4urally tends to imitate him.
3

(-

1. L. O. Andrews, "Initial Preparation of the Career
Teacher", Edlicai.ional Leadershill, 40l. XXVII (March,
1970),'553-555.

2. Charles E. Silberman, Crisis the Classroom,
(New York: Random House, 196'9 458.

3.



With'a poor directing teacher,'the results will

inevitably be unfortumae.

Mulhern.states that one of the serious problems

facing teacher education is th failure to maintain the

highest professional criteria in selecting the cooperating

teacher in the public schoo]is.
1

It is entirely possible

that student teaching might be m Te meaningful if we ad-

'witted that every teacher was not qualified to be a
V
cooperating teacher.

Surveys of elementary and secondary pTincipals who

conduct extensive teaching programs in their schools also

reveal that not every teacher has the appropriate dis-

position to work with inexperienced, young adults who,need
k

guidance, not criticism, in their formative experiencds.
2

The directing teacher may not allow the student teacher
\

sufficient opportunity 'in which torprac'cice his developing

skills. Conversely, the cooperating teacher may offer little

or no direction to the intern,:forcing him to "sink or swim".

In either of the above situations, thy* unfortunate but

1. Mulhern, Ins cit , p. 202.

2. As reported in interviews conducLed.by Dr. Thomas M.
Peeler,.(Director of Elcmentary Education, Northeast
Districto Dade County, Florida, 1971).

411
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obvious result is that the student teacher derives little

benefit from his practice teaching experience.

The responsibility for'Wentifying those teachers

proficient in relating to student teachers and. for
.

augmenting the quality and skills of tress supervising

teachers must rest in part with the local schools. As

conditions presently xistii s acthee directing teaors are

not under the author ty of the universities which supply

the student teachers, but are ,responsible to the loveal

school administration. By choosing which teachers will

participate in the training of prospective teachers, the

local school implicitly assumes the responsibility of

guaranteeing their suitability for the task. Even if

the university reserves the right of selection, the

element of authority ever the selected teachers' behavior

in the classrooms still resides with the local school

administration.

Thera exists yet another area of weakness in the

traditional student teact4ng experience, one which could

luro?aracterized by its lack of relevance to the reality

of teaching.
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'LACK OF REALITY

The National Institute 'for Advanced Btuay in Teaching

Pisa

-sult

antagcd Youth conducted

d in the publication,

a two year study, 'which re-

,
Teachers for the Real World.

]

thesis irof the report is that .we need a systematic
4

training programto.prepare teachers,to-teach all children

regardless of their cultural backgrOund or.social origins.
-

Smith &includes that,the basf-C problem is that teachers

are'.7not adequatbly prepared'in their field. Their education'
4.)

ca sists of t eory that is vaguely related to their teachiItg.,

with little or no training in the actual subject matter

they are going to teach;, their practical classroom exper-

ience is not training, but rather learning by trial and
4

ertor. Even in the more innovative programs where comma nity

eriences are included; these usually consistionly of

posure to the commun,ity, not a systematic training pro-

gram that will.foster understanding.

Smith contends that the traditional program of teacher

preparation equips the prospective teacher to perform very

few specific tasks and to,understand the situations he

must deal with as a teacher only in the.most superficial

way.

I. B. O. Smith, to cit. 0
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When the prospective teacher does get a chance to

experience the reality of a.classroom, other factors may

militate,against his developing a true picture. of the

nature of teaching. He may have to spend too great a pro-

portion. of his time in attempting to maintain the same

evenness of control as formerly maintained by the co-
.

operating teacher. The Cooperating teacher may even demand

that discipline-be--tte foreffiost concern of the intern.

The.student teachir maybe by the university

or the,directing tel7her to spend an inordinate amount of

time writing unrealistic lesson plans which have little

relation to his teaching. . He may be required to devote

more time to the d velopment of these plans than ctual

teaching or irate action with children.

A further onsideration is that the intern teacher

--_,Jalayractice teach the way he believes that his super-
/

visors wish him to. Because his Student teahing will

clearn him a letter grade and will count towards his grad-

uation from a university, a student teacher may not

attempt innovative practices, preferring/to remain in the

safer area of the traditional. Or he may be "innovative"

if that. is what 'is expected by his university supervisors,

reserving the'right to try it'his way once he le "really"

teaching. In either case, the student is not practicing



what he will be doing, but only practicing conforming to

temporary expectations.

CONCLUSION

Wilhelms states that over, the years teacher edu-

cation has been improved. He con ands, however, that, it

I'
still suffers from its insistence on putting the theory

- ,v ,

,
first, and the practice ladt.1 ,According to Wilhelms, it

, 0,...,s.,
,

if. from this one fallacy that the many serious conse-

quences trhich plague all ?bases of the teacher education
c

program arise. It serves to produce a callow begifining

teacher, one who may soon become disillusioned wIth the

profession. Wilhelms feels that this process is not

inevitable, but remediable through alternative teacher

education programs. He contends that an essential feature

of such prograMs should be a better school-college partner-,

ship.
,

Combs states, "Some o e improveM ments me seek in

education can be brought about y spending more'money,

by buting better schools, by introducing new courses of

1. Fred T. Wilhelms, "Before the Beginning") Bulletin
of the Nitioncl_Asr;ociation. of Secondary School
ExigL.EaLa, LII (i'Jay, 1968) , 137-143..



study, new !standards or new equipinent. But the really

Important changes will come about only as teachers change."

Because institutions are made up of people, it is teacher

`behavior that will ultimately determine the effectiveness

of our schools. He feels that our teacher preparation

programs are crucial and that a reorganization of them is

critical if the educdtional process is to be improved. 2

If Combs' thesis is correct, the involvement of the

local*hool in the improvement of education becomes impel-

ative. It may very well be that the preparation of teachers
.1

can best be accomplished within the public school classroom.

It is certainly obvious that it is within the public school

classroom that the en4.product of teacher education will

, either further the progress of education or retard its

potential for benefiting our nation's children.

From a review of the literature, the necessity for

greater cooperation between the publi'61schools and univer-

sities is becoming evident. Most educators agiee that

internship, is vitally important and that the extension of

1111001111

1. Arthur W. Co bs, The Profesrinnal. Education Hof Teachers,
(Boston: All n and Bacon, Inc. 1965) p.v.

2. mid.
4
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this phase of pre-service educatioh would help to close

the gap between theory and practice. However, they also

agree that mere extension the period, of internship will

not automatically produce hi4Ely competent professional

. teachers. The quality of the experience must also change;

and it is here that local efforts could have a greatnd -

salutary eff'ct.

Hayes, in his analysis of imperatives for student

teaching, concurs with this }viewpoint when he states,

"For too lohg the profession has permitted the colleges

to pay lip service to the pre-teaching laboratory-exper-

iences without demanding action to equal what has been

stated. N1 He calls for local initiation of, cooperatively

developed new., more meaningful teacher education, programs.

"It is le nl past the time when we
need to tz,ke the leadership to Make
student teaching what it must be:
Our,thildren need teachers. They
deserve good ones. Good ones must
haVe the best student teaching ex-
perience which we can provide."2

1. Robert B. Hayez. "Viewing Imperatives for Student
Teaching in 1967," Teachers Colleqe Journal, XXXIX
(October, 1967), p. 32.

2. Ibid, p. 35.
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The programs referred to in the follwing chapter

are attempts on the part of public schools and univer-

sities to rise to this challenge.

4



CHAPTER III

sti.reTrn VOIPLS or prn-stRVICE EDUCATION STRESSING

LOCAL ITIVOLVEHENT

The preceding chapter concentrated on analyzing the

traditional Model of teacher education with particular

emphasis, on local involvement in the student teaching

phase. The major weaknesses of the program as it generally

exists were discussed under five headirgst

lb The inadequacy of methods courses as they

relate to teacIng in the public schools.

2.. The lack of correlation between the theory

and practice phases of pro- service education.

3. The inadequacy of the time period allotted for

student teaching.

4. The lack of edntroi,over the quality of the

supervising teacher.

5. The lftek of "reality" in the practice teecNng

phase of pre-service education.

Enlightened educators have attacked this traditional'

model and have begun to search for altornztives. Although

the traditional model predominates, experimental programs

have been developed whicli attempt to compensate for the
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weaknesses. The basic changes which these programs,

call for are:

1. Greater emphasis on a, merging of theory

and practie6.

2. Extension of the internship period with

a minimum of one year being recommended.

3. Qualitative changes in the cogrnitive,con-
.

tent of university course offerings in
"lb

education.

4. Great t. provision for suitability and

applic bility of cohtent in teacher4edu7

cation progrms'.

5. Closer more 13roductive copperatkon.between

the university and the public schobl.
.

It is the intent of this chapter,tb outline various

programs of teacher edudation which attempt to overcome the t

weaknesses of the traditional Model.' Programs whi-:h have
;.%

been selected for review Stress'iocal involvement in the'

development and/or implementation phases. Although dif
.

ferenees in emphasis on the'other aforementioned fattors. ,

may be 'noted among the programs pregented, -aHhigh degree

cooper&tion between the university-and the local school

as the major critetion for inclusierpt in'zt.he present section.
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THE FLORIDA EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Combs, in his book, The Profecsional.Education of

Teachers, looks at pre-service teacher education through

a new set of glasses provided'by current thinking in

perceptual-existential psychology.
1

In 1968 the Elementary

Education Department of the University of Florida, under

Combs' direction, implemented a program designed to in-

corporate many of the book'q suggestions.

This program2 aims to accelerate change in teacher

education and attempts to narrow the gap between theory

and practice. As soon as the student enters the program,

he is involved in some form of local school experience.

The organizing privaiples of the Florida Program are

that one learns best when:

1. Learning is made personally meaningful.

and relevant.

2. Learning is adjusted to the rate and the

needs of the individual.

3. Self direction is. emphasized:

4. Theory and practice are. closely related.

1. Coclbs, loc. (-11.

2. As summarized by D. L. Avila, A. W. Combs, W. Olson,
A. PackerfanO. J. Shea in a mimeographed description
of the Florida Experimental Program in Elementary
Education.
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The resulting Structure has three parts, the first

of which is the Seminar. There are three seminars cur-

rently in operation consisting of one faculty member and

thirty students each. After a student is assigned to one

of theF7e groups, he remains with it for the balance of

the time he is enrolled in the program.

The functions of the seminar are as follows:

1. Through interact:)n with an empathic

faculty member, and with his peers, a

student's education experience becomes

personalized and humanistic.

2, It serves as the place where the personal

relevancy of the didactic aspects of the

program can be realized.

3, It functions to maintain the indiVidual

records of the students.

4. It allows for the dissemination of infor-

mation about forthcoming program acitivites

as well as information concerning community

events of particular interest.

The second part of the program is called the Substantive

Panel. Faculty members of varying specialties which pertain

to the curriculum in the elementary school help the seminar

students to develop competencies in various areas. There is

no course content in the usual sense. Students determine
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how and how fast they will achieve competencies that

have been determined by the panel on the basis of the

student61 entering proficiency. The panel members are

Available for small group and individual consultation

with students.

The third part of the program,, the field experience,

relates directly to local involvment and contains some

novel elements. A student immediately engages in some

aspect of teaching upon entrance into the program. With

his seminar leader he selects an appropriate level of

experience.

Level 1: The first level combines classroom

observation and individual tutoring

in a local school. The time spent

in observing may vary from four to ten

weeks. Tutoring takes place one hour

a week for at least-ten weeks.

Level 2: At this level the student becomes a

teacher assistant and participates in

such activities as record keeping, small

group work or individual tutoring.

Level 3: At this level the student becomes a

teacher associate and assumes increasing

responsibilities until he is able to take

the class on a full time basis. It is at

this level that the student fully develops
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the competencies that have been

pre-established for him.

An example of a minimum competendy in the area of

reading would require a student to properly administer

an informal reading inventory and an interest inventory to

several children. he would then write a report on each

child stating what has been-discovered about each child

and what steps would be required for remediation.

The faculty members in,olved in the Florida Program

feel that by subdividirc methods courses into a series of

competencies and by requiring students to work with children

to achieve these competencies, a much more efficient pro-
!

gram is provided - one that serves to bridge the gap

between theory and practice.

A student receives two major evaluations; one mid -

way through his program, the other at the end. This is

idone by a panel of staff members including one of the

Iprogram co-directors, the student's seminar leader and

I one Substantive Panel member. This group considers all

the information available on a student to assess his

progress.

Some major advantages of the program appear to be:

1. Students are actively working with children

in some stage of field experience for a

period of approximately two years.
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2. Courses are subdivided into a series of

competencies. Students can work with

Children in completing each competency,

thereby deriving a-greater serse of its

relevance to the teaching process.

3. Students can work at their own rate through

the program, allowing for their individual

differences.

Although the Florida model just described includes

a degree'of cooperation with the local schools not gener-

ally present in traditional programs for teacher education,

it does not include a great degree of local participation

in program development.

THE COOPERATIVE STUDENT TEACHER CENTER CONCEPT

An interesting emerging trend which demonstrates a

high degree' of local and university collaboration in the

student teaching phase of teacher education is the Co-
,

operative Student Teacher Center. VanderLinde defines a

Cooperative Student Teaching Center as "a field unit for

the supervision and instruction of student teachers and

teacher interns".
1

He describes the center as generally

1. L. S. VanderLinde, "Cooperative Student Teaching CenterS,"
in E. B. Smith, H. C. Olson, P. J. Johnson and C. Barbour,
Editors,YJYtnniP in Teacher Education, (Washington,
D. C., The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, 1966) p. 53.
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consisting of fifteen or more'student teaching stations

located in nearby schools. The responsibility for de-

veloping and supervising the program is shared by the

college and local school. Generally, some sort of com-,

mittee or advisory board (reflecting this collaboration

and its membership) is responsible far supervising and

directing the student teaching phase. Membership on the

committee may inclue- only school and university personnel;

or, in some cases, may include representatives of the

community or the state board of certification.

',There exists a great 'variety of organizational

patterns in these centers; and differences can also be

noted in many areas of operation. There are, however,

commonalities that can be listed. VanderLinde describes

these in terms of underlying assumptions and activities.

From Y,is survey of existing cooperative student teaching

centers, he extracted some common specific- objectives.

These are as follows:

1. To foster communication between the local

schools and the teacner training institution.

2. To expand the scope and the responsibility

involved-in decision making.

3. To make teacher preparation a matter of

team work.

1
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4. To facilitate more efficient procedures and

policies through improved organization.

5. To ebtablish ways of providing,in-service

education for supervisory personnel.

To provide an experimental setting for the

,analysis of-teaching.

Those activities that he found common to the centers

rsLat.-ht..

1. They are providing for cooperative training,

of local and university personnel in providing

new directions for the laboratory phase of

teacher preparation,

2. New types of administrative structures are

being devised and new roles are being defined.

3. Lines of communication between the school and

the university are being improved.

4. All the centers he surveyed are providing

for pre--student teaching observation.. Some

are providing foundatiarls and methods courses

in an off-campus setting.

5. Centers are providing for innovation and

experimcntation in educational practices.

6. They arc actively searching for new techniques

and instruments for analyzing teaching.
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VanderLinei raises some questions and issues that he

feels need clarification if successful Cooperative Student

Teaching Centers are to be established. These relate to

the matters.of control, role definition, scope and financing.'

MERCER COUNTY TEACHER EDUCATION CErd'ER

41;teacnel .euuctleion program which adheres to a center

concept is the Mercer County Teacher Education Center.
2

This project revolves around a cooperative center organized

and operated by Bluefield State College, Concord College,

Merr'er County Public Schools, and the West Virainia State

Department of Education.

The Center was designed for the improvement of teacher

education and grew froth the following assumptions:

1. Teacher education preparation can be accom-

plished best in the "action" atmos here of

the public school and the local co unity.

2. For effective teacher eip.ication, coo ration

between the university, county and lace

community is essential.

1. rbid, p. 53-72.

2. "Mercer County Teacher Eddcation Center," ERIC, ED.
046 168, May, 1971.
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3. The public schools of the future will play a

more active role in the preparation of teachers.

4. Teacher preparation should be based on edu-

cational experience modules, many of which

will require on-site experience in the public

school setting.

5. Local district staffs and college faculties

have much to gain through joint in-service

ventures.

6. The center concept offers many benefits to

beginning teachers.

7. Graduate credit should be an integral com-

ponent of continuing education.

8. The center concept, through its Advisory

. Committee, offers unique opportunities for

control over the program.

The program as developed at the Mercer Qounty Education

Center Which was founded in July, 196g) incorporates a'

comprehensive approach to teacher education. It contains

components designed for a pre-student teaching module, a

student teaching laboratory and a program for continuing

education for both beginning and experienced teachers.

At the heart of .:he program is the Advisory Committee,.

This committee includes representation from the institutions
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of higher education, the West Virginia State Vepartment

of Education, Mercer County Administrative and Teaching

Personnel, and thu community at large. The committee is

responsible for formulating Center policy, selecting a

co-ordinator for the program and for providing general

supervision.

Cr., -;:=1.,.:TRADITIONAL MODEL

SECONDARY TEACHER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AT U C L A

A secondary pilot intern program was established

at U. C. Y. A which concentrated on an introductory

summer school program which indoctrinated interns

gradually to tho classroom setting.' Student teachers

devoted four hours a day to practice teaching in the

summer session at a local high school.

1. Jerry E. Wulk and Ralph M. Miller, "A New Approach
at U. C. L. A: Secondary Teaching Internshipsoit
The Journal of Teacher Education, XVI (September, 1965)
300-302.
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The major difference between this program and more

traditional internship programs appears to be the intensive.

summer program followed by a full year's salaried teaching

positiOn. DUring both phases of the program the interns.

were carefully supervised. by experienced, cooperating

public school teachers who were given released time in

order to instruct and consult with the interns. In addition,

a university supervisor visited the interns periodically.

The major advantage gained through this program was the

close working relationship that developed among the interns,

university and public 'school personnel.

THE LINCOLN SCHOOL CLINICAL MODULE PROJECT

Goddu reports on a joint public school and teacher

preparation project in Washington, D. C. in an article

entitled "A Hope Lost at Birth."1 The project points up

the need for restructured roles if a university-school

partnership is to succeed.

Essentially, the program combined university and

public school personnel on a team. It was assumed that

a team of trainers consisting of a clinical professor, a

I. Rcland Goddu, "A Hope Lost at Birth," The Journal of
Teacher Education, XXII (Summer, 1971), 199-204.
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resident supervisor and selected teachers is essential

for the development of training modules for prospective

teachers. Although the theoretical assumptions for an

optimum teacher training program appeared sound, the

project very quickly ran into problems because of con-

flicting university and public school philosophies on

the best approach to th? teaching-learning act.

The divergence of training - researcher versus

practitioner - created a.hierarchy which placed the re-

search college professor in a-dominant position. This

hierarchical movement did not facilitate-compatibility

or flexibility; it forced personnel to assert their

expertise rather than to search for ways of combining

abilities and talents.

As couldlbe expected, the interns in the program

became confused by a-professional training team which

could-not agree on the process or structure of teacher

education.

Ladd indicates that if schools and universities are

to cooperate closely in the production of viable teacher

education programs, each side will need to be well awure of

some differences between the public school culture and

the university culture.

"Leadership will emctrge in both groups from those
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who recognize and accept the subcultural differences and

learn to work with them rather than against them."1
vr.

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY - DADE COUNTY TEACHER

EDUCATION PROJECT

During the 1970-73 school year the Northeast

District of Dade County and Florida Atlantic University,

entered a cooperative teacher education program in two

Northeast District Elementary Schools. This project

was endorsed by Dr.,E. L. Whigham, Superintenden, of

Schools, Dade County, Florida and Dr. Robert Wiegman,

Dean of the School of Education, Florida Atlantic

University. The basic design of this program evolv,x1

from a-committee made up of the Northeast District

Superintendent; Director of Elementary Education; two

principals; two teachers; chairman of the stueent teach-

ing department; Dean of the School of Education and the

Director of the Dade Center, Florida Atlantic Unt'Versity.

A teaching team at each of the two elementary schoalS

opted to take one less professional member for their 'team

......war10mam/SelawerMM

1. Ernest T. Ladd, "Tensions' in School-UniversitY
Collaboration," in Partlx.rshil) in Teacnnt Educatir,n,
Ed. by E. Brooks Smith, et al (The Ancrican Associa-
tion of Colleges for Teacher Education71966) p. 104.
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and use Cie profesGional salary to pay three -jtiniorS and

three Seniors for working 180 days on this team. . AYthough

the team had one less professional member, it was aug-

mented by -six univerity interns.

At the end of the first year of this program, teachers,

administrators, university personnel and the university

interns were in agreement that tlie,pxogram'had the follow-

ing advantages:
(Y

L. There was a greater degt.ee of individual-

ization for children primarily because of

the additional help from the interns.
%

2. The Senior interns' who worked full time

for 180 days felt the yearis internship

had provided them with many sopportunities

for: improving the climate,for learning;
/

gaining greater ,knoWledge insthe use of a

variety of different audio-visual matetials.

and equipment; understanding of the process

involved in inciividualizinc' instruction; ,v

and,' understanding of the various learning'

styles of children.

3. The Junior interns who worked Lalf time for,

180 days felt the program provided them

with an opportunity to: gradually be'doine
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involved with the various learning styles

of children; use of a variety of materials;

use varying teaching techniques; become

actively involved in the teaching process

without assuming overall responsibility

for the total class.

Although the first year of Lne program was deemed

highly successful by all involved, one of the glaring

weaknesses was the fact that the students still had to

take college courses on campus which seemed to perpetuate

the theory-practice,diehotomy which plagues traditional

teacher education.

Near the end of the 1970 -71 school year the decision

was made by'the Northeast DistxictSuperintendent, Dr.

David N. Thomas and Dean Robert WLegman to expand the

program for the 1971-72 school year to thirty Juniors

(working half -time for 180 days) and thirty. Seniors

(working full-time for 180 days) and to increase the

number of participating schools from two to_fiVe.

In reorganizing the program the first major decision

was to assign three Florida Atlantic University profes-

sors to the Northeast District Center schools. During

the spring and summer the professors met with public

school personnel in order to get feedback from teachers

and administrators as to possible ways to restructure
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courses for a more clinical approach.

During the summer of 197/ the teachers of Norwood

Elementary (one of the five center schools) took part

in a six-w?ek summer training session which utilized

bhth resident and non-resident consultants and which

emphasized the following areas:

1. The use of the reciprocal category

system and the Performance Assessment

Record foriTeachdrs. (Dr. B. B. Brown)

2. Applying Piagetian theory to practical

classroom situations.

3. Numbers in Color.

4. Behavior modification techniques.

5. Use of Spalding's technique for systematic

analysis of teacher-pupil classroom

interaction.

6. Advanced Supervisory Techniques.
1

The results of the training session will serve as

a model for the remaining four schooisland workshops

will be scheduled throughout the year with all public

school teachers working in the F. A. U. - Northeast

District program. The major thrust of the training session

will be in the area of advanced supervisory techniqpes, the

1. Conducted by :)r. Joseph Shea, Univprsity of Florida,
based on "recr Supervision rrocess" developed by
Dr. Daniel Michalak, University of Indiana.
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use of systematic observation, and the relation of theory

to practice in classroom settings.

As the program enters the second year the cooperation

between public school and university personnel remains

high., Having university professors assigned and housed

in the public schools is a unique and interesting concept.

The success of this year's program will probably be

1.. Haw, successfully the professors and public

school teachers are able to operate as

a team.

2. WA/ sophisticated the professors can be in

changing traditional courses to clinical

practices in classroom settings.

(In other words relating theory tc practice.)

3. How successful a clinical approach to _teacher

education is as opposed to the campus setting

for university students. (In this program,

the F.A0J. students attend Miami. -Dade Junior

College and will, width the exception of

eighteen hours of .electives, complete all

their remaining university work in a public

school setting with public school teachers

and university professors providing the

instruction.)
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4. How sophisticated the public school

teachers can become in terms of advanced

supervisory techniques, the relating of

the3ry to practice, and learning to analyze

tea:hing with systematic classroom obser-

vation techniques,

The evaluation design is being jointly developed by

the Dade County Division of Research and personnel of

Florida Atlantic University. Hopefully, by the end of
4

the 1971-72 school year some objective data, will be

available which will decermine the effectiveness of the

program.
1

SCHOOL UNIVERSITY TEACHER EDUCATION CENTER

A program which appears to be working out a col-

laborative effort in teacher education is the School

University Teacher Education Center2 which is a jointly

planned operation of, the Board of Education of New York

and the Deprtment of Education of Queens College of

1. . Additional information on this program can be obtained
by contacting Dr. Thomas H. Peeler, Director of
Elementary ECucation, 14027 N. E. 16th Court,
North Miami, Florida 33161

2, Collaborati\..: rffort of the SUMO. staff, "School
University Yacher Education Center," The Nationr11
Momentary XLVI (February, 1967), 6-13.
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2. Pre-tenure teachers continue to be super-

vised by University and public school personnel

until they are well equipped to serve as lead-

ers in schools in disadvantaged areas of

New York City.

3. The make-up of the advisory council provides

the leadership often lacking in public school-

university programs.

4. The program concehtrates on developing pro-

fessionals who have the attitudes, knowledge,

and skills that will, enable them to functiEnk

in an effective, creative way. This requires

an understanding of children in their in-and

out-of-school experiences, the ability and

freedom to create resources, and the ability

to conceive of and respond to the changing

role of the school within an urban setting.

TEACHER CORPS

One of the more innovative teacher preparation pro-

grams has been the Teacher Corps. The Corps was formed

by a marriage of two separate bills. One, introduced by

Senator Gaylord Nelson, was modeled on the Cardozo,,Peace

Corps Program in Urban Teaching.; the second was sponsored



by Senator Edward Kennedy, with its prime concern being

the development of experienced teachers who could perform

appropriately in disadvantaged areas.

Graham indicates that the Teacher Corps has provided

interns with three experiences most beginning teachers.

do not have; actual expg5ience in teaching disadvantaged

children over an extended period of fourteen months to

two years in their regular schools; personal knowledge

of the particular disadvantaged community: and relevant

university training closely tied to schools)*

There were at least fifty Teacher Corps Programs

established across the nation with probably as many

variations in each program. However, the major concern

of all tbe programs was to prepare teachers to work in

./disadvantaged areas and hopefully to remain An these

areas. Some evidence has been accumulated which indicate's
..

TeaCher Corps personnel are remaining in the disadvantaged

areas. /The hiring and retaining of'specially trained

/teachersshould be a definite advantage to schools in

the disadvantaged areas.

1. Richard Graham, "The Teacher Corps: A Place to Begin,"
Tile Bulletin of the Nzltional Association of Secor6ux
School Principals, LIT (October, l968), 49-60,

44
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POLICY OF LOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOLS TOWARDS

TEACMIR PREPARATIONS

Coveration with teacher education institutions in

the preparation of teachers is an important polity of

the Los Angeles city schools. Brown, Naslund, and

Dederick' report the types of cooperative cooperation

range from:

I. Long range recruitment in keeping teacher

,education institutions informed concerning

teacher needs, fields, of shortage, and

special recruitment problems.

2, Evaluating and reporting to the college the

success of new teachers.

Providing; coordinators who jointly: serve

the school district and teacher education

institutions. (The district pays the salary

of these coordinators one-half of which

is reimbursed by the college involved.

These coordinators help assign, supervise,

and evaluate student teachers for the

college and the school.-system.)

William R. Brown, Mildredliaslund, and Nellie Dederick,
"Los Angeles City Schools -® Partner in Teacher Education,"
The Journal of Teacher Educdtion, XII, (March, 19G1),607.65
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0. Assisting local colleges in determining the

subject Matter, background and professiclnal

skills needed ,by teacherS".

This particular cooperative venture in preparing new

teachers offers great hope for the future. Results achieved

in recent years in the Los Angeles area'provide

evidence of the value o: partnership both for the public
I

schools and for the teacher education institutions.

GRAM VALLEY STATE COLLEGE TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMk

DeLong reports on a teacher preparation program at

Grand Valley State College which appears to incorporate

many worthwhile changes in a trend toward more cooperative

ventures between public schools and universities?

A major assumption it this program is that students

can best discover and develop philosophies and methods

for testing through ,direct- participation in many phase's

of public school` operation. Therefore, a ten week teacher

aide program has been develope4 which, allows university

students to' become familiar with students (kindergarten

through twelve), and through participation to become

1, Greta DeLong, "Toward More Meaningful Teacher
Preparation" Journal of. Teachcr Educati. XII-(Spring,
1971), 15-19.
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familiar with the services of the school administrhtorq,

nurse

members.

Theaide program prepare the prospective teacher

fox 'ninety full days of student tern hip in a public

school.

librarian, psychologist, custodian and other, staff

-Public-school "and -university personnel, as well as

program for .

I 4e,

'ing reasons:
)

1. Schools are consulted in general. design

and modificAtion of the teacher preparation

program and exert major iniluences,

2, School personnel,share responsibility in the

evaluation of prospecti4e teacher candidates.-

. Permanent teaching, positions arp often

filled with applicants prepared in the

system while they were aides or student

teachers.

4. The elimination of a variety of less

profitable courses in education is eco-

nomical.

5. Interns feel the variety of experiences

provides opportunities to explore personalD.Y

Maniticets of public school education
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before deciding vocationally on a specific

teaching assignment.

6. Prolonged contact with schools makes the

transition from teacher candidate to

teacher relatively easy.

7. Method courses, which are tedious for

inexperienced learners, are replaced by

studying methods while working in classrooms.

COOPERATIV7 PROGRAM - UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

AT CHICAGO CIRCLE

A cooperative program in urban teacher education

reperted on by Monroe and Talmage' was develoPed...at the

newly created College pf Education, University of Illinois

at Chicago Circle. The uniqueness of this program stems

from a tripartite consortium of community,, university

and public school representatives.
2

In response to Davies' call for an open system,

1. George E. Monroe and Harriet Talmage, "Cooperative
ProgrrIm in Urban Education," Journal. of Teacher
Educrition, XXI (Winter, 1970), 4G9 -477.

2, Don Davies, "We Have Met the Enemy," Paper read at
the Tri-UniversitY Project in Elementary Education
Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota, September, l963.
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the Cooperative Program in Urban Education Model CS.

predicated on an equal partnership of diverse nter-

ested partied that not only:tolerates differences

among its partners but is also capable of capitalizing
p

on them. This consortium cooperatively develops the

teacher education program. The interface of this

cooperative planning is the advisory committee and

the` learning center.

The advisory, committee (community-school-univer-

sity) formulates policy and encourages program develop-

_ment in keeping with, previously stated assumptions.

The learning center is a selected school; it is both

a physical setting and a group phenomenon. Teacher

candidates spend considerable time in all these areas,

center,' community and the university. Members of the

advisory committee, working committee and the learning

center evaluate the on-going program and suggest alterna-__

tive procedures.

A very interesting assumption of this program is

that a self-renewing mechanism must be devised to assure

a dynamic program over time; too often, following the

initial Hawthorne effect of innovations, the maintenance

of, an intact program becomes the major goal. Therefofe,

the CPUTE model must proVide for effective opportunities,

for all members to function is a number of roles.

1,`
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TEN MODEL TEACHER EDUCATION. PROGRAMS

r
r-

A far-reaching and innovative-attempt to concLive

a total. approach to teacher education at the elementary

school level is the Model Teacher Education Projeot of

the U.S.O.E. Although the ten accepted programs are

diverse in nature, they all stress the importance of

behavioral objectives and systems analysis; All of

the models have questioned the relationship between the

pre-teaching experiente and the subsequent classroom per-

formance. Although they differ As to the extent of

involvement necessary between local schools' and univer-

sities, none of them have found it"advisable to assign

the task of teacher trainimg,to-either the university-

. or the local school exclusiv y

,In all the ten models definite efforts have been

made to promote.coopergtive communication among the

groups involved'in the preparation of teachers.

Syracuse has provided for local district and other out-
.

side group involvement in the planning and operation of

their model through the establishment of a "protocooper-

ative" group. Florida State's "portal school".concept

'calls for the establishment of an innovative school in

each cooperating district. The faculty of each school
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is to participate in both the design and operation

of the student teacher program. School districts,

state departments of education, industry representatives,

and professional and community groups participated in.

the planning of the Northwest Laboratory and Tcledo

models through a consortium. Community interaction is

P'SO a feature of the Michigan State Clinic School Network.
1

The universities that were awarded grants to develop

these systematic comprehensive teacher preparation(

programs incorporated such concepts as-the following

in their models.

1. Systematic approaches to teacher education

2. The language of "models"

3. Performance-based criteria

4. Personalized teacher education programs

5. Field centered experience

6. Clinical internship

7. Protocol material)

8. Differentiated staffing patterns

9. Training complexes

1. Judith Klatt and Walt Le Baron, A Short Summary
Ten Modelfe7icycr Ecluation Programs, (Systems.
Developroent Corporation research report for the
National Center for Educational Research and
Development, Novembe 1969.)
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Several of the exemplary programs cited in this

search are incorporating some of the concepts listed

above. It can,be noted, however, that attempting to

develop a single teacher educatiOn program which

incorpOraLes most of the above concepts is a herculean

task.

Task Force '72, formed recently by the Bureau of

r.id:teational Personnel Development, will study the broad

problems of educatio: Al reform, The task appears to be

one of conceptualizing the major elements of several

different models and providing several alternatives

to any one model.

CONCLUSION

The de,:ade of the GO's can be characterized as a

period which saw a move towards the development of a

number of different teacher preparation programs,' all

attempting to devise ways of producing better trained

teachers to enter the profession.

In general, these programs stressed the following:

1. Greater coopera'-ion between public school:;

and universities.

2. A more practical approach to education
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courses, with some programs advocating

a clinical setting in public school

classrooms rather than a university-based

setting for the impartation of course

content.

3. -Increased periods of internship, generally

extending for one year or two years.

4. Qualitative changes in the internship

process.

Whether or not the decade of the 70's will become a

period of realization for the dreams of improved education

through teacher training remains to be seen. Much will

depend on the quality of the models devised and the degree

of cooperation inherent in their design and implementa-

tion. It is becoming clear that teacher education can

no longer be the exclusive province of one group, but

must become the responsibility of all those concerned

with the improvement of education.

The models reviewed in this chapter have reflected

the belief that new modes of teacher education must be

defined and that new ways of establishing cooperative

ventures in pre-service education must be explored and

validated through implementation.



CIiTPTER IV

17",-;.;EIIVICE EDUCATIO:1:

THE P THE

As far back as 1957, Corey pointed out that it would

be impractical to expect most teachers to make continuing,

1
independent attempts to improve themselves professionally.

Although individul teacher efforts at self-improvement are

derable, too often they do not occur. It must also be

noted that such inCividual efforts even if they do occur,

may relate only obliquely to the aims and objectives of

the school program. It seems clear that fOr these reasons,

if 1:Or no other, carefully planned creative in-service

programs for teachers are needed. Unfortunately, such

programs are not the usual case.

Toffler's Future Shock
2

and Reich's The Creeni.nq of

3
AmerTc:t represent just two of the more popular works which

1
tel-)hen Corey, "Intreduction," IT17.,;ery1 ce

56th. Yearbook, (Chicrsio: Uni.versity Prc, 1957) ,
p. 1.

2
Alvin Toffler, Futurr!_j2inek, (Nrn1 York: Random House,

1967).

3
Charles A. -Teich, (:7_w York:

Random ;louse, 1967) .
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are affecting our societies and institutions. Anyone who

has read these books or similar one, can easily relate these

theses to his personal experience. Rapid and massive

changes are producing ner stresses. It is imperative that

we prepare for these changes.

The educational institution, 'as all of society's

institutions, has experienced great change and innovation

in the past decade, perhaps more in this period of ten

years than in all the preceding fifty. The relatively'

recent developmcnt'and implementation of such concepts

as flexibile scheduling, differentiated staffing, non-

graded schools, and educational systems approaches are just

a few of the more obvious examples of this innovative

explosion.

As each of these innovations appeared on. the educational

scene, many schools looked to the traditional means for,

disseminating them to practicing teachers - summer or after-

school workshops. Even progressive school systems soon found,

however, that as soon as teachers became acquainted with the

basic elements of a new concept, technique or method, one

or several :::!ditional or si.dnificant innovations emerged.

The inevitable conclusion is that the traditional modeld of

in-service education are inadequate for the vital tes% of

cresting long-r7.s(je continuow:; programs for teachers' in-

sorvice.
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After surveying the available literature published

during the Past decLde on the in-service education of

teachers, we have discovered the following recurring weak-

ne-ses among existing in-service programs:
41;

1. They have re.Aricted their focus to the

, remediation of teacher weaknesses, rather

than capitalizing on current teacher strengths.

2. Their objectives have been irrelevant to the

priority needs of teachers, students, and the

community as each of these groups has perceived

their needs.

3. No one has been held accountable for the

success of in-service programs.

4. In-service instructors have had limited recent

clinical exposure.

5. Those who have initiated in-service programs

have failed to cooperate with local univer-

sities and colleges in jointly planning the

articulation of pre-F;ervice with in-service

instruction.

G. In-service programs have not taken full

aCvantage of modern communication media,

thereby failing to reach a significant

numbcr of teL:chers.

7. In-service programs have Jailed to offer

adeu7lto incentives to the to.nured teach 'r.
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A LIMITED FOCUS ON TIP REMEDIhTION OF TEACHER DEFICIENCIES

Waynant observes that a significant cause of teacher

criticism and lack of response to traditional in-service

program. placed on teachers°
1

deficiencies. According to Waynant, too often the

administrator, supervisor, or consultant have looked for

whi_-t is wrcnr.raf-hr=r. than vilat is right with teachers in

their classroom performance.

Teachers' interests, wishes, and teaching strengths

have been given low or no priority in the design.of in-

service programs. Because their needs and talents have not

been acknowledged, the traditional in- service program

represents to them an unacceptable threat to their security

and professional status. The. usual procedure has been

for an administrator or supervisor to evaluate teacher

weaknesses as part of an annual evaluation process. Too

often, Brighi:on notes, such evaluation processes have

been geared to the administrator's objectives:

The teacher's tenure, promotion, dismissal,
assignment, and porraanOnt record arc involved.
Evaluations pcide for purely administrtive or
orgnniational re,:.f:ons held some potentially
ominous and threaLcninyiwplications for the
techer.2

1
Loui:ie F. Wnynant, "Teachc!rs1 arengths: Dasis for

1j.zecessful In-Liervice Exoerione, JAlueltional
1971) , pi'.

2-Staynor Brighten, Inc..:(.;1:,..LnLY'nur \ccurac in
T.snclicr (:Alcce:.;s1.ul I:anagemcnt jories;
ninq ,Terscsy: flail, Inc.) pp. 12-13.
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Little wonder that in-service programs founded on such a

threatening base have met with little teacher enthusiasm.

Seldom have administrators aimed at "helping the teacher

to succeed, to improve his performance, and to advance his

?rofession.
ul

Seldom have they involved teachers in any

kind of systematic way in planning programs to assess their

respective strengths and weaknesses in a non-threatening

atmosphere.

Harris lends further support to the notion that

teachers generally have found in-service programs

threatening, confusing, or irrelevant.
2

Agreeing with

him, Conlin adds that such teachers may feel their
3

skills are inadequate. Because of their self-doubt,

they may fear to attempt innovative teaching methods.

If in-service programs present new techniques that conflict

with their present practices, teachers may become confused.

According to Harris, teachers become uneasy about what

they are doing, yet are uncertain about what to do

differently.

1
BriOlton, on. p. 12.

2B.M. Thrris, "I)-1-Service Growth: The Essential
Requirement," Lo:jer2.hin, XXIV, (Decewber, 1966),

257-60,

3M.R. Conlin, "jupervif;inu To;lchrs of the
Disadvantaged,".EJue-tinnrd Lr'ric.r::hin, XXIV, (February, 1967),
p2. 393-98.



OBJECTIVES OF IN-SEaVICE PBOGRMS H;VE BEEN IRRELEVANT TO
ITE 17PI7v, OF Tr.FERS ',SrTIDITTS AND THE COMMUNITY

Given the nature of the evaluation process, adminis-

trators and/or supervisors frequently fail to note those

areas of performance that the teacher himself feels need

strengthening. When supervisors evaluate, they generally
,41

employ checklists with vague categories for describing

the teaching behavior they observe. The very existence

of such checklists presumes that 'a set of valid, "best"

teaching behaviors exists, and more astonishingly, that

the quality of teaching can be adequately assessed in one

or two short visits to the classroom. The presumptions,

of course, are innacurate, yet the practice with all its

attendant threat persists.

If the administrator should uncover valid weaknesses

in a teacher's performance, the task of conveying the need

for improvement to the teacher remains. If the teacher

does not perceive this need, he will not afzt to change his

teaching b-"Ilavior.: r.` checklist does not seem to provide

E:ufficientlevidence to prompt him to change. Decause of

the threat inherent in such an evaluative procedure, the

teacher's defense mechanisms may significantly alter his

1,erceptions. Even given the attend apt weaknesses of

checklist evaluation, the situation would not be all that

terrible if the evaluators then translated the discovered .

"needs" into objectives for in-service programs. Sadly,
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even this has not been the case.

Although we in education generally have acknowledged

the importance of individualizing instruction for children,

we still tend to teach groups of teachers as if they all

had the same needs. !any authors, Taylor among them,

stress the importance of recognizing the need for greater

individualization of instruction for teachers.
1

Teachers

enter the teaching profession at different levels of

development, and these differences persist throughout the

different levels of the professiOn. It is desirable, if

not imperative, therefore, that each teacher's program

of continuing in-service education be suited to his

personal needs.

It is unfortunate but true that educators in the

public schools are not customarily treated as individuals.

Their pre-service training consists mainly-of a sequence

of education courses with little variation in content and

approaCh from one student to the ne;ct. put with the

encouragement and direction of university faculty members

and local school personnel, they could learn to identify

their strengths and weaknesses. Through new educational

designs, they could gain and maintain'a clear understanding

of tbose areas in which growth is necessary.

IMEIWOM..-M'.IM.IZI.........

1
B.L. Taylor, Peggy A Doyle, and Jeffrey A. 1,!_nk,

"A .'ore num:no Teacher Etication," YOuconal
( :pril, 1971) , P1'. G90-701. .
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Teachers with bachelor's degrees were once considered.

adequately and permanently prepared to enter the profession

and progress in it. It seems incredible that not very

long ago many teachers were employed without having attained

even this level of formal education.

Today teachers share with other professionals' the

urgent need for in-service improvement. They are

confronted with a host of new developments. Among them

are the Irw mathematics, the new science, new media, new

patterns of flexible staffing, not to mention the whole

galaxy of challenges inherent in teaching in central cities..

Chaplin stipulates that during the first years of

teaching, certain basic conditions in the school must be
1

adapted more closely to the needs of training, The

local school must accept more direct responsibility for

the training 5)f,t4),-aclAers.

Present arrangements for the continuing education of

teachers and specialists, according to Chaplin, are wholly
2

inadequate. They must be radically redesigned to make

them more effective. Probably no aspect of contemporary

practice is less saticfactory than the education of

1
J.T. Chaplin, "Practice in Teaching," HzIry:-rd

rflucatinn;...] v mow, =III, (Winter, 19G3) , pp. J-0-14.
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:eachers and specialists after they have joined the full-

staff of a school system. Much of the training is

poradic and lacks relevance to the present or future

weeds of the individual on the job. It is usually provided

1, university staff and is given in the traditional class

room manner, even though the teachers might derive more

Lenefit from a "diinieal" approach similar to that in

programs for doctors and nurses in teaching hospitals.

n many c;,ses, the school system does not participate in

the training .of its personnel, since the salary structures

c.ften provide for an increase in pay and rank only after

:n individual has completed a course sequence at a

university\
,

If the university is to give increased attention

to the development of programs of advanced study for novice

and special teachers,- some changes in the usual procedures

will have to be made. It is often difficult if not

impossible for teachers to find university instruction

appropriate to their real needs. It is also true that

only a minority can attend a college or university Lull-

time during the regular acndemic year. Then ag7.!.in, some

types of gra:2ultr2 work might be better taug t on the j Aa

by pecially trained, skilled mellbers of schenl systems

than by a unin..ercity staff in a typical _classroo:1 setting.

It seems' clear that local school .cooperation is necessary

r4-.. constructive change in the traditional procedures is to
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be made.

Courses and programs in education offered by college&

nd universities tend to be of two kinds: those of

ntroductory nature offered to pre-service teachers, and

ahose leading to specialization in one of the fields of,

education such as guidance, .administration, or research in

educational psychology. The latter type presumes that the

teacher desires to prepare for advancement out of the class-

room. The novice teacher is thus induced to undertake

premature specialization away from teaching, because these

are primarily the only courses available.

As we further investigated the literature, we turned

to programs designed to train the supervisors necessary if

the school is to accept responsibility for the training of

teachers. In this area we found that work is almoat

confined to courses in. education. Further study in the

content areas has been neglected. The aim seems to be to

develop general supervisors who will leave the classroom

themselves, rather than special subject supervisors well

verged in a specific discipline and capable of making

contributions to curriculum and to the training of novice

teachera while remaining in the clasarocm themselves.

Robinson, Chaplin, and Keppel argue for an individual

diagnosis of the practice needs of the novice
c

and the

arrangetent practice appropriate to his particular
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1
stage of development. To accomplish this, the authors

I.

imply that those in charge of the in-service programs.

:lust have considerable control over the practice arrange-

jome novice teachers are ready to accept responsibility;

in fact, they demand it. Others need a gradual induction into

teaching with increases'in responsibility as-warranted by

performance.
(r)

An additional consideration relative to in-service

programs concerns the community, The local community

certainly has a valid right to be vitally interested in the

education of its children. Yet, the community's influence

in the development of in-service programs designed to

increase the skills of those. who teach thei~ children has

been noticeably slight. As a result, the teachers, and

hence the er7,ucational program, have not always been respon-

sive to the needs and desires of the community they serve.

Surely there is cause for reform in this regard. The

next weakness in ifl - service programs pertains to this point.

A 1,:iCK 01' .\CCOUNT.WTLITY

:ones Ridley has noted that -as AmeLican society

and its culture have grolsn more complicates ,. the employing

1
Fr;Incis Yeppcl, Judson T. Chaplin, apd Vade Robinson,

"Recent Developncnts at th Parvaid Gi.aduate School of
Tbn Journa1,43:5, (rebruary,: 1960) ,

pp. 242-61.
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public has come to expect more rtensive and discriminating
1

service from teachers.- Assuming that the quality of a

teacher's service is detorMined not only by what he does

)eforn he eaters the-profession, but also by what the

. c'(?.. entry, the public has a right to oNmand

oetAer structured in-service as well as pre-service.

)rograms. The public once equated number of years taught,

dcjxnesatt3Lned, and semester hours of earned credit

with the professional quality of'teachers. In recent years

however, the whole idea that quantity of preparation yields

quality of service has come under close public scrutiny.

Salary schedules have generally/eer based upon the quantity

assumption less for its validity and more for the convenience

of administrators, as Ridley has so astutely Observed.

Never before, Darland has warned, has so much been

expected of teacers in this country. From new conditions
)

new demands haVe sprung, greatly altering what is expected

/ c f education. The' American teacher has become a likely

candidc%te'for scapuyoat of the 3970's.
2

Evidence cc.n be

noted in the currc!lit drive to hold teachers accountable
L.

for quality educatjpn in our schools. Althrugh this demand

for accountability a:Tears difficult to fault, it has

1
.-,g/Irs F. Ridlmy, "In-Servicr, 1:luc;Ition and the.

Affectiv-2 Domain " "nu-P-1 (J nu ry 3973)
46-60. 7

2D, D. "rJ, Prof,?;sikIn'l; Qucst for
lezvonsibility and,AccoJntbility," ni741-1ta Kanr--p,
(.,cptcAL-,r, 1970) , pp. 41-44.

,
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rc.achod the point where outside agencies are offering to

succeed if our schools cannot produce the desired

educational improvement. Perhaps the problem lies in the

fact that in-service programs have not kept pace with

the educational innovations. Educational improvement

through in-service training cannot be effected however,

unless definite guidelines are established for the assess-

ment and evaluation of appropriate techniques and content

for in-service education. The need for accountability must
4

extend to in-service programs if it is to be applicable to

education in general.

LIMITED CLINTCT1.L EXPOSURE OF IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTORS

Traditionally, in-service programs have utilized

supervisors who have not been recently involved in public

school teaching. As a result, they tend to lack under-

standing of the many problems facing the practicing teacher.

According oto Cole, professors of education are too often

charged, and rightly so, with not practicing what they
1

preach. It is certainly true tht many who teach in-

service courses lack recent, relevant classroom teaching

e>periene -- experience which could,validi-:te or alter the

methods an_i techniques they are opouing.

1.

James C. Cole, "Irlproving Teacher Education: A'
Prepoa3 for 1.^-E:.1-4ri(.nce," Worid 01 the
Care-r T(,;,chei ISitionaf12ucacion
.c;L.oci-L.ion, 19 a), pp. 136 -33.
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According to Dencmark, we are, still not taking

tdventage of the talents of var::.ou: teachers that are
I

the staff. The use of master teachers or outstandinc

areer teachers as consultants in teaching inservice

courses is not a general practice. Teacher-educators

,arking cooperatively with the area colleges and universi-

ties to provide in-service training is :till a largely

untried practice. Able classroom teachers are often

promoted out of the classroom,rather than being induced

to stay where their talents could be more beneficially

utilized to upgrade the skills of their peers.

L_ CI; OF COOP! nATIVE PLNNING TO REL:1TE PRE-SERVICE TO

IN-SERVICE TR:1,I7'1INS

Howlis Moore observes that:

One ot the most dramatic changes
wnich could be made in the career
development of teachers would be for
school systems and colleges and uni-
versities to accept a joint responsi-
bility to the devol.o1)1Aent of each
techer to profc:;sionL11 status.4

LC feclL-, that most comon q?proaehes, isolated

colle9c cour unfiaLcd locally initi.ated

:hops, Yill rot , to Elchi eve this objective.

C-orje D-n:m.-.r1-,, , Loui b, " izinj Work.
01,-1_111 Iasi t',-)n, v. L.: 1;aLion,_,1

;1-1C 1011 .,CPC n 3`it.A

2
Howlis Moore, "Ra1ei0," tlip World of

thc. -r (WD.hiniton, D.C.. flational
Euuc,Ition ..,...,oci.aL3on, 19(6), p. 25.
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Because both traditional approaches fail to diagnose and

prescribe to remediate deficiencies, they retard rather

than enhance professioanl growth. Cooperative planning

could provide the impetus for beneficial individualization

of teacher education.

Another reason for advocating cooperative planning

of in-service programs relates to the teacher dropout

problem. It could be that this problem stems from the

gulf between pre-service and in- service education of

teachers. All t000ften, there is little articulation

between the college and the school system with a resultant

lack of continuity between pre- and in-service teacher

education programs. This lack of continuity could create

confusion in teachers and lead ultimately to disillusion-

ment with education as a profession.

It seems clear that a systematic extension and

enrichment of pre - -service programs is desirable. The means

for accomplishing this best is probably cooperative planning

by achools and universities in order to ensure that what-

ever benefits exist in the pre-service phase are noe lost

in th' in-eervice phae of teacer education.

Tn .1`

There have IJoun many technical ifilnovation,i wbich

remold be utilized for in-service education of teachers
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Allen and Ryan have reported on the beneficial uses of

technological hardware in the upgrading of teacher skills.
I

They stress the benefits to be gained from systematic use

of video tape recordings of class sessions, micro-teaching,

and time-lapse photography.

Attea, in reporting on the' Wilmette Public Schools'

use of video tape recorders to improve instruction noted
2

many benefits, especially for beginning teachers. The

benefits accruing to teachers were reflected in an improved

educational setting for the students involved.

Unfortunately, many in- service efforts neglect to

take advantage of media. Instead, they concentrate on

traditional lecture type presentations, failing thereby,

to tap a very potent tool for-teacher improvement.

PPOCa.V.I.S IIAVE P.-LILF.D TO OFFER ADEOII7',TE INCENTIVES

To T

Differentiated staffing could be a vehicle for the

restructuring of the school organizz,tion in order to permit

oig'nt W. and "A New Face for
" C -,1-csor -,ciior

L ) ( . 7 j. if, Li 1..-566)

PI?. 1 21

Z.
d. "VT T;.-Lecrvice Yool

Improving ! I J-7-!er Thin (':ovemcr;
1970) , pp. 1.17-1:0.
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teachers to make maximum use of their talents.

Too often, the highly competent teacher must leave

the classroom if he wishes to advance himself. Many

experienced and excellent teachers might be induced to

stay in the profession of teaching if they were provided

with opportunities for greater professional satisfaction
,

and recognition. 2 Through innovative and creative in-

.service programs tied to flexibly organized staffing

models, skilled teachers could find adequate incentive

not only to take in-service courses, but to remain.in-

the classroom as well. The ensuing benefits of their

,/increased expertise could have a dramatic_ effect on

education.

ti

CONCLUSION'

In essence, preparing,teachlers for innovation is

a joint responsibility. With the pressure and responsi-

bilities being placed on educatio. teacher education

institutions and pu);Ilic schools have much to gain from

1
Richard W. Saxe,

meets Within a School,"
Teachar, (Waf;hington, D
1960.

/-
2
National Commissi

fessional Standards, A
of Differentiated Staff

"New Wayf; to'Differentiate Assign-
Remakin( the World of the Career
C.: National Education A:;sociation,

or. on Teacher Education and Pio-
Positiontatement on the Concept..
tad, May 11, 1969, 6-8.
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collaborative efforts. It is implied in this chapter

that closer working relationships between schools and

colleges in planning and conducting not only pre-service

but also in-service teacher education programs must be

established. It has been pointed out by some writers

that such relationships have been, for the most part,

ceremonial. It has been ..s&essed in this chapter that

rather than unilateral decis\ns by administrators as to

what teachers need, the teachers themselves ought to be

involved in the decision making process. New training

programs for school administrators, programs geared to

the changing needs of the teachers, the schools, and the

community must be developed. To accomplish these

objectives, Davies states that "without truly cooperative

Work on the part of both schools and colleges, the

possibilities for remaking the world of the career teacher

by the use of conducive inservice programs are slim."1

1Don Davies, Era of Opportunity," Remal:ing the
World of ne Career. Teacher, Wishington, D. C.: National
Education i':,i1;ociation, 1960, pp. 199-204.



CI-UTTER V

EMERGING TEE7D:7: OF TN.-3FaVICE EDUCATION IN THE 1970'S
,

In Chapter IV, the importance of in-..service

education was stressed. The weaknesses in traditional

programs were outlined. This chapter will attempt to

describe specific projects in in-service education which

attempt to overcome these weaknesses. Emerging trends

and suggestiLls for remediation of these weaknesse'2, will

also be discussed.

BUILDING ON TE":.CHER STRENGTHS

Waynant emphasizes that relevant and effective

in-service programs can established if they are built
1

around teacher strengths and concerns. Waetjen lends

:;upport to this assumption when he state,.:, ".If a pet's=

is acce.,,tee ane valued and esteemed, he becomes an
2

inquiring pt!rzon and lie actualize.himsclf." DoCarlo

Dr1J1 Cleland report the re::ultf-, of a study which illustrato

that tocr., positivel'- to in-scrvico programs

1
clay nt, p. 710.

2Wal'r 3. "Zact nout 11,earning,"
2,111n and .lacon, 1965).

-71-
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1
geared to what they want and need.

Waynant haS offered some useful guideline for

planning in-service work basedon teacher strength and

providing for maximum involvement.

1," Identify teacher strengths, interests, and

concerns thrOugh observation and discussion.

2. Utilize teacher strengths, interests, and

'Nn planning and conducting the in-

service program.

3. Provide as feedback system whereby teachers

can inform consultants if information is

useful, relevant, and clear enough for

implementation.

4. Guarantee consulting resultS in performance
2

terms.

MAXIMIZING TENCHER INVOLVEMENT

Harris stresses that planning for in-service
3

programs should be a cooperative venture. Those who will

1
M:Iry DoCarl o and Donald L. Clelz,nd, "A Reading in

In-Service Eduction Progr, for Teacher:;," Tno Rcy-Idinc.4
(rovember, 1960), pp. 1G3-G9.

2
aynnnt, 'loc. cit.

3
Ben M. Ilz-.rrisi "In-Service Cr(*t:n,yEdue7Itional

de7;dorshin, (pc:comber, 1966), pp. 257-6b :-
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be affected by the in-service program, the teachers,

should be systematically involved in the planning at all

stages.

PROJECT BONUS - CARaOLL COUNTY, MAWILAND

An in-service-program which attempts to maximize

teacher involvement 'and capitalize on teacher strengths
1

is Esoject Bonus.

Pr. Bonus in blved two phases. Phase

consisted of a week o in-service training in reading

for teachers, and Pha e 11 consisted of six weeks-of

pupil instruction. An important feature of the project

was the consultant assistance which all-the teachers

involved in the project commented favorably on at the

concluding workshop. They implemented the techniques

they learned in the workshop with their pupils and

observed positive changes in both attitude 'and behavior

in a majority of the students. Principals indicated.

that not only were psnicct Prnus teachers using their

lew.skills in the fall, but wore sharing their know-

ledge with thr.ir colleagues.

It appear:, that the succe!Is of 0:olort Bonus

was in largo measure to the high amount, of tfacher

1
Waynant, :pc, cit.
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involvement in its planning and implementation. Another

SUCCO5 factor was the emphasizing of teacher strengths

and interests rather than weaknesses and deficiencies.

7"::(7111:1Z DEVELOPrIENT PROJECT

In ar atterpt to correct another major weakness,

rthe ri-nlevance of programs to the needs of teachers)

the California Teacher Development Project for Systems

of Individualized Instruction, a' Title III, E.S.E.A.
1

Proposal; was funded in 1968 Teacher and student

representatives of all grade levels, except kindergarten,

from five California public school districts and the,

parochial schools of the Catholic Archaiocese of San

Francisco participated in this project. The objective

of the project wa:; to provide in,-service training for

.teachers and adninistro.tors who were moving towards

individualized instruction and away from static group'

instruction. The program was designed as an individua-

lized worh:alop whore each participant selected five or

six components on which to concentrte for the five day

pbriod. The re:.;ource mterial for the components was

gathered .from 171z,.ny L;ources, but significantly, each

I
Dr:nnis Crmjch;)nl Dnd Tanrron Kallenb-ach, 'The

California Top.chcr Devciont Project: An Individualized
..ppro7;ch to In- ;ervice Il]ucaLion," Jo1irn71I of L;econs.y.
T;d0catin O-no tr:ufy, 197l), pp. 16-20.
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component, with only no or two exceptions, was prepared

by a teacher experienced in that area of individualized

Lnstructinn.

TAcy-loN co7r1cotor.7Do riCrO-TF".CHTNG PROGRAM

.A;lother emerging trend in in-service programs

pertains to micro-teaching. First introduced in 1963

at Stanford by Dwight Allen, micro-teaching has become

an established teacher training procedure in many colleges,

universities:, and school districts. JacksonColanty,

Colorado's summer program was designed around the use

of micro-teaching.
1

The program was developed to up-

grade the entire instructional program in the school

district by providing in-service training opportunities,

in team teaching and flexible scheduling. Each teaching

team used the microteaching technique to perfect their.

skills before teaching a whole class. The video tap.es,

of the micro -less.ons were then critiqued b:42the team.

During the sizaner more than one hundre0 teachers and

hundred children p.:-.it icipatpd in the micro-.

t, ,aching experience. Veier report: that the -school system

1
John E. Meier, ":Intio:lale for and Application of.

Mipo Traininl; to Improve Teaching," The Journal of:
(.;u]=er, 19GB) , L 14557.
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derived _many benefits from this type of in-service

training proyr:,m. Many of the innovations validated

during the cum:ner wore subse7uently introduced into the

regular school yeT/r's program.

CHILD STUDY: TN:7TTIITE

Meier also reports on another in-service program

which7was developed4:under,the auspices of the. National

Defense Eduction :,ct, Title XI, 'by the Child Study
1

Institute at Colorado State College. One hundred

teachers in early childhood programs -throughout the

country received trainf.ng-inmanagement,of new programs

for pre-school and beginning school, children. To conduct

this program, filmed.lqiIrning episodes and video tape

recordings f actual teaching situations were utilized.

Supervision war; provided by personnel located at the

Child Study Inatitute in Greeney. _After watching the

filmed learning episodes and re ding accom-panying written

material, each tcachur attempted to oehieve the objectives

of the episode through a micro-teaching process,

several practice sessions, the teacher would make a

video tape of his efforts and mil it to the Child study

1
John Chil(1;!-Ind

Title XI, IhL;tituto O the Natir.)nal Oy:_ense
(c;rec'ney, ColorzIde: Colorado

Colleye, July, 19(L).
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Institute where a team critiqub and evaluation were made.

These were then mailed to the teacher.' After the teacher
I

Was satisfied that he had accomplished the objectives
ti

of the episode, he would receive a;'new unit. Upon .

completion of the course, the participating teacher re-

ceived university course credit from Colorado State

College.

The effectiveness Of the training program was

determined by assessing the teachers' attitudes and opinions

about the method of training,' and by/observing chdnges

in their cognitive and affective behavior as observed on

the tapes. The trainees showed growth in both the

cognitive and attitudinal areas. ''

4

11.T.T PROJECT

A project designed to strengthen the clinical

approa0i to teacher,tiaining is the government sponsored
1

T.T.T. concept. Single T's are thought of as pre-service

students (interns or novice teachers; in their first year

of teaching).' Double T's are experienced Leacheru who

ict as coopel7Aing teachers to train single T's or as

teazher retrainer who implement innovations within the

Lchocl or di:Arict. Tziple T's are trainers of trainer::

of teachers.

1
TTT Yinal Aopori:, (San Vranciuco, Californias San

Francisco State College, Jno Franci:vo Uni..ied School
Distric;t, .;ei:Itt-n*er 1, 19L9 to uTI:; 31, 1970).
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At the WashingtontUniversity Triple T Project, an

attempt was wide to estciblis'a a new professional' role, the

"clinical associate,' an experienced- public school teacher

wIlo assumes University L-eponsibilityfor teacher preparation.

The clii.lcal.'i_Lsociat ,ceOrclinates pre-service and inz.service

teacher training programS wk:thin a public school designated

a;, a triple T Leaching center..

")G9 -70 a joint teacher education program of

San Francisco State College and the Francisco Unified

School Dis*-.ict assigned teaching-learning roles according

to a career la.:2deroutlined below.

1.
a

TTT -- Ten college ,instructor andnd demonstration'

supervisors trained mutually for suP'ervision and
A

,

instruction focused on general strategy and the

TAD.% Curriculum Project. c

2. TT -- Fifteen districL supervising ,classroom

teachers who arc trainers of the teacher,candi-.

dates and are trained by the TTT instructors.

3.'T Twenty-four first year teacher graduates

of the 196e-69 progrEm.

4. TO -- Thirty-four teacher candidates trained

by TTT and supervising clasroom Leachers.

thi:3 .rojr:.m, virtually all. the trzlinin tool: plce in

The proqi:H al:;cp involved libral-arts faculty

,from the univity; co,nmunity leaders, and parents.

1
p 50.
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B- -- TEACHEP. VnINING MODULES

;n in-service project funded under the Education

Professiont =',ct (Title V of the Higher Education

Act of h- 'ecs init*,:ed in the state of Florida

which emphasizes the conce.'t of an individualized approach

to in-service eduCation.

-4nr nbje-7t:%. of this program was to develop

individualized teacher training material. Approximately

fifty training modules had been completed and field

tested by the start of the 1971-72 school year. The

materials presently developed fall into seven aencral

headings with approximately eight modules under each

heizding. The general headings are listed below:

1. Defining the Role of the Teacher Aide

2, Using BohaVioral Objectives

3. Establishing Appropriate Frames of Reference

4, Set Induction

5. Question Upgrading Improvement Package

G. Evaluating Learning and-Instruction

7. :'lethods of Introducing and Summarizing Unit

A general topic su(:h as "Using Behavioral Objectives"

is divided into eight individual modules. A teacher or

group of teaehc-rs can se:.ect this topic and work through

the modules either indiv:dual]y or in groups. A resource

person is provided for the purpose of monitoring and
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assisting the teacher through the module or cluster of

modules.

Each module is designed so that the teacher takes

a preasses!:mont test and after following the procedures

outlined, then takes the post-assessment test. All

materials needed to complete the suggested activities are

either included or described in each module.

The advantages of the program are listed below:

1. Teachers can select topics they feel would

improve their teaching skills.

2. Teachers can progress at their own rate

through each module or choose to work '-

pairs or groups.

3. Each module is "self-contained" with the

objectives, rationale, materials, procedures,

and evaluation very specifically indicated.

DIFFERENTIT\TED STAFFINC; A:TD IN-SEPVIC:; EDUC:'.TION

A promising emerging trend in in-- service is the

development of diffc2rentiatod :;Laffing patterns in many

school systems. In the Florida SchGol Staffing Study

prticblar emphasis placed on the role:of the teacher

in training other teachers and working with interns. In

one of the project schools in Miami, Florida, the role of



the master teacher has been established. This teacher

has responsibility for training as well as assigned

classroom responsibilities. By assisting the growth of

others, and by beinj required to maintain and improve

his own skills, the master teacher becomes a key figure

in the'improvement of educational practices.' Additional

prestige and compensation serve to make the role of master

teacher an attractive one, thereby providing for the

retention of highly skilled people in the classroom.

The University of rassachusetts is participating in

the Miami program by supplying interns'for-the project.

Byxbec describes the procedure for intern evaluation and
1

improvement. The -teacher and intern would meet regularly

to work on various methods and'teehnigUes for-more effective

teaching. They would isolate a particular area, that they feel

needs improvement. 'Then during a pre-conferene, they

would cooperatively develop a contract. The intern would,

as specifically as _possible, delineate the ultimate goals

of the lesson. The supervisor would then describe the

ays in which he will evaluate success of the lesson.

.".s, soon as e ch person feels that he knows what he is goi41g

to do and how he will approch the, task, the intern goes

through a micro -te:Iching session to work on the skill.

The two then have a post conference .d(lressing themselves

k
i William By%%1Jee, Intern .-,dvisor, University of

Massaehusetts. Per:;onca interview, (.'iugust 24, 1971).



to the specific goars and evaluative tools already agreed

LOCAL A7:D IT:\ITVERSTTY C3OPER7,TICr,7

The pusitive results of coonerativerplanning have

been stressed but, unfortunately, in many bases,

Programs have been mandated byadministrators.
1

A nro-

,
gr . the benefits to be gained from

cooperative. ')lanningfor a specific purpose is the RockC:le

County., Georgia Project.

ROC:DALE COU= GEORGIA PRO7ECT

The 1-ockdale County .73oard of Education in Georgia

ol)ora-led an in-service program focusing on dese,jrec:ation

in 1969.
2

The purpose of the program was to make the

desegregation process smoother for the school system and

the community through the teaching and administrative st:::f.

Coordinating Cc=ittce comID:Dscd of teachers, adm*nis-

tratorl-e and lay members from the community was ostahlish.

This comipittee cticipatcd in sensitivity trainin

."uarl W. Hassel, "A SLudv of Certain Factors to
in-Service Education in Selected School Districts in
New York State,: Doctoral dissertation, Syracuse
University, 3.960.

-H. S. S:ncarouse, Yr.-Service Educzltion to SoTve,
tr, the 72)-11 School

112cnycs, Georgia: Rocciale County Pubilc
ovcmbo, I69.



learned how to lead small grou dj.scu3ions on topics scil

as the disadvanted child, student and teacher e}:perienc,:;

in desegregate schools, senitivity, and black and white

confrontations.

s_tion from segregated schools to,

desegregated cc'hools was smooth. Results from a semantic

differential c'uestionnire ainiste,-er' to teachr--rs

"go in attitude towards the in-

service ...arogram and its objectives. 2::.:Darent1y-the

strong leadership 7:Provided in the seminars by the 1-,-.,bers_

of the Coordinating Committee was instrumental the

mcccss Cl' the -.program.

Acorrelated set of sumer wcrkshoos was conducted.

in the summer of 1370 for eementary teachers in the
1

.
River Rouge, :,1ichigan School District. The objective

was to acquaint them with certain SVE a.atic technic-us

for r,,Tg'ement of classroom behavior and instructional

materials, and to provide pra';tice in their use The

r),-oram orovided pa::ticanto with first-hand knowledge,

practice, and 0::perience. In the contigency management

1

C1.;.-7,1
. .:..1.exanclari., Virginia: Organ4 on) ,

1..:ovc-...thcr, 1070.
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vorkshop, for example, claSsroom practice was designed

so. that puniis and teachers could alternate as teachers

Elndobserver:;. Administrative and :=upervisory personnel

were involved in additional workshops so that they would

be equinpod to aid teachers as they implemented the new

techniques: Th program participants considered the

workshops a success.

TI--..CHr.P, CE TT

A booklet entitled "Model Programs: Childhood

Education" is one of a series of thirty-four recently

published for the White House Conference on Children,

December, 1970.
1 It deScribes the Philadelphia,Teacher

Center, a place where teachers can develOp materials

for their classrooms and exchange idas. The center,

a unique onccpt in staff development, provides the

teachers with materials and tools and conducts workshops.

Examples of things that can be made With the materials

provi.dLcl and a library of professional

arc on d;.splz;y.

manuals

1
!.0,7c0

Phi:162JOL: .1Lo,

dimerican Lor 1.rc:11), 1970



CONCLUSION

It is apps rent that greater cooperation of

School districts and'un versities in programs of teacher

education can benefit zoth institutions. Through the

establient of cooperatively developed career ladders,

induction into the profession could become a more natural

and gradual. process. Teachers would move back and forth

from college campus to school districts, theory and practice

might be more profitably combined, and career education

and re-education could be planned for ati:the outset.

Through cooperat.veplanning, the interests and needs of

teachers, as well as those of universities, the local

school, and the community could be more adequately met.

Other considerations relative to improved in-service

education have beenimplsed throughout Chapters IV and V.

Teachers In the seventies will need to be involve in the

creation, organization and implementation. of in-service

prorams. Such programs will require the sophistication

that the use of systematic observation techniques can

provide. Technological h-Irdware will offer. new opportunitios,

or the improvemat ci teaching shills and Should, therefore,

be employed ].1) in-se,vice education.

Individual eaeher- needs mast s_ met through new

'iesicjns and t)eehers should have the option of p:xticipating.
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in such designs. New roles will have to be defined with

in-service intructor7. having the unique experience of

participating in TA dual educational environment, familiar

with the'goals and alias of the universitybvt concerned

and knowledgeable about the p.ablic school as well.

A major concern of new in- service programs Should

be the development of incentives for remaining in the

teaching profession and for the upgrading of t,.:::aching

skills. Programs which capitalize on teacher strengths
4

and which stress teacher self-rr:.newal are vital in this

regard. The development of differentiated staffing

mddels was suggested as a vehicle for promoting, incentive.



CHAPTER VI

REORG:NIZATION OF TEACHER EDUCATION

One does not have to go to, the popular press or

to perennial critics of education to find, support for

.massive changes in teacher education. Educators such

as B. O. Smith, Arthur Combs, Roy Edelfelt, and

Theodore Sizer; and professional organizationS such as

the National Commission on Teacher Education and Pro-

fessional Standar( are all calling for sweeping changes.

At'present, a major weakness in teacher preparation
k.

programs is the lack of public school involvement.

Although there are fragmented cooperative university -

public school preparation programs in existence, these

programs have not changed the overall structure of

either thQ public school or the university in terms

of training teachers. As Combs has stated, 'What is
. _

needed is more than a tinkering job."

Public school input has been and remains minimal

in teacer preparation programs. Such issues as

cuLrieulum, interncbip and entry rites remain the

exclusive responsibility of the university and the

1 . Combs, loc.
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Stilte Department. However, the major criticisms of

leacher preparation could be remediateu ein the public

schools thro gh programs that involve working with

students in .real situations.

The theory-practice gap has been a critical:

issue at least since Dewey*s first writings. Trae.ition-

al teacher preparation programs have assumca that

theory could be sufficiently explored in the university

setting. This has proved to be a false assumption; new

directions are clearly needed, 'and new ways of applying

theories to practice in classroom situations must be

exploved. A professor can expound at great length ;-03,out

Piget's concret&-operaticnal stage. It is only when

an intern actually experiences-the stages of development

through working with children, however, that the full

impact Of Piagetian theory becomes apparent.

As can be inferred from the above paragraph,

professors and teachers'working apart cannot conjoin

theory and practice. ProfeSsors spend a large

proporzioi. of thc-"A- time lecturing, and the classroom

teacher lacks the p3gogical expertis:n to amalgamate

theory with practice.

What is,needed are cooperatie programs wherein

university, and public school represcntativel jointti
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share the responsibility for developing and imple-

,menting models which abridge the theory Practice zjap.

State Departments of Education could aid in this re-

alignment of function; _ allocating _ands for teacher

?reparation pro9rnms eooperativAy formed consortiums

rather than to'individual universities. No longer can

the university retain the exclusive right ) control

pre-service training. However, simply allowing the

public school system more authority in pre-service training

without revising the present organization of schools will

do little more than perpetuate Nast practices, albeit

th.rough different channels.

Many educaf rs have proposed revisions of the

traditional model. Representative suggestions are as

le Methods courses are more effective if

taught' in clinical settings in real

life elassrocims,

2. Theory aid practie-2 can be fused if

leCtures and seminars are combined with

practical application in classroom settings,

3. Pelagogical techniques -much as Taba's Teach-

ing Strategy, use of higher order gues
,

tioning, micro-teachi-lg and systematic

observation can only be effected through
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direct contact with children.

4. Length of internship must now be qiewed

as at least a two yea'r program with-

additional years spent in externship

before actual entry into the profession

5. New and specific procedul.es for the

,training of public school cooperating

teachers must be devised in order that

they might become the most .:Aighly trained

professors in teacher preparation

program.

The vehicle often proposed to transform the above

suggestions into programs is the teacher: preparation

center wh -h has been establicthed with uni,ersities

and public schools sharing responsibility for teacher

training.

The establ:shment of such centers 14.)pld do mpch

to impfove teacher prepay. and hence education in

general. ,The' temptation to hail these centers as the

panacea for all the problems facing the schools today

must be resisted, however. 'Drugs, integration, ecology,

etc. - these are all problems which impinge upon the

school. let, other of 6ocirty's ;nstitutionc must

share the burden of_ these modern-lay complexities. If
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other agencies of society assume responsibility for

certain aspects of the educational process appropriate

to their function, and if they are adequately funded,

the improved teacher education programs will not require

massive .:inancial support. The greatest proportion of

financial support would be the initial piloting of

models such as The Model of Professional Educator

Tr.....Ling reviewed later in this chapter.

Teacher preparation centers must be established

where resources, both financial and human, can be

combined in a concerted effort to improve pre-service

training. Most of the programs referred to in Chapter

3 were accomplished in teaching centers. However,

simply designating centers without substantially

improving the competence of the teacher trainers will

do little to improve the overall competence of the

beginning teacher.

The appointment of the cooperating teacher must

be shared by the public school and the university. The

rblo of the t','aditional college intern supervisor will

probably be dissolved. The cooperating teacher works

with the intern for a one to two year period;, he obviously

should be more qualified to judge the competence of the

beginning teacr than the college professor who drops
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in once every, few weekS to view a canned lasson.

The time haF7 come to develop a degree program

leading to a doctorate for cooperating-teachers. These

people should Joe the brightest, most big: ¶.y trained

professions .s in tlucat*on. They ai the ones who

must have not only a sound theoretical background but

also the ability to translate theories into practice.

Th, 3t he expert in terms of teaching

stratcgies and able to work comfortably with both

student teachers and children in the affective and

cognitive domains. They must be aware of the later'.

supervisory techniques and capable of systematically

analyzing teacher-pupil behavior. There seems to ,be

a pressing need for public school and 'university

personnel to cooperatily design proposed programs which

would train teachers to th level indicated above.

The following proposed program is an effort to

incorporate some of the aforementioned features. It

has received state suppoit in Florida and has been

reviewed favc_,:ably in Washington. Portions of the'

program a,.e being implemented in the Northeast District

of Dade County, Florida and hopefully by the 1972-73

school year all phases of the program will be in

operation.
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1.

PROSPECTUS ,FOR MODELOF PROFESSIONAL EDUCATOR TRAINING'

,

INTRODUCTION

Teaching has become a complex art.

or t.4.2acning,r6sponsibilities and-opp6rtunitiis increase

with eaChadvance in Understanding the nature of chil-

dren and learning: In-an American community in which

. .2reasingly serves as.an.important agent

of social. Change, the.vreparation of teacherb aSsumes1

ever more complex dimensions. Present programs',.which

The dimensions

have traditionally provided pre-service study of theo-

retical components of teaching and rather short, often

unrelated, observation, participation, and student

teaching, have often left the beginning teacher woefully

unprepared for the "real world" of teaching.

At the present time," there are no,;elear national
standards of measurable performance Criteria in the

classroom situation for use as the basis for teacher.

Certification and entry into the teaching profession.

Educatorsin Florida have become concerned with setting:

up guidelines for accountability criteria in the grant-

ing of teacher certification. A.modelin which school

systemsi teacher prepar,ation institutions, and certi-
,

fication agencies.cooperativelY develop programs based

1 Developsxl-by Thoma s H. Peeler, and Jerome R. Shapiro,
Dade County, 1:1,orida, 1971.
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on-differentiated and clearly defined levels of
_

)Measurable perfotmance leading to teacher certificatiori
17.

is obviously desirable.

In order to implement'a successful certification

program, it is prOposed that on-site teacher training

centers stressing competency-based teacher education

be established in Schools throughout the state It is

proposed also-that a consortium be established to

initiate sucha program. agreement at this time

with the need for the establishment of Such a consortium

ih Florida are klorida Atlanti'd University, Florida A.

and M. University,,the University of Massachusetts, the

Northeast District of Dade County Public Schools, and ,

the Florida State DepartMent of Education as repre

ented by,the Florida School Staffing Study.

Eventually, an innovative certification program

as is,hcrein pro osed might serim gas a prototype for
0 ,

subsequent establishment. Of teacher certification

centers throughout the na"tion.

TDENTIFTCAJON OF TERMS ?.S USED IN THE ncomli OF

PROFESSIONAL MUCAT'01: TRAININGLi1=1)

1

The Consortitim - The combined efforts of the
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aforementioned -agencies, all of whom are concerned

with-teaching,-teacher education; and/or teacher

certification, with additional representatives from

community agencies will serve to-promote a more

relevant teacher training. program. Representatives

of the Consortium will serve' as the policy making body.

The Teacher Traininc Center - The Center would be

located in a functioning school exemplifying ,individ-

Ualized ,education and employing organizational patterns
. 1

and instructional strategies conducive to the imple-

mentation of individualized instruction. The Teacher

Training: Centerwould-also, by virtue of its associa-

tion.with the Florida State Department of Education

. through the Consortium, be designated as a Certification

Center;

iThe Staff. - The staff of the Center will be made

up of university and school personnel. A Center staff

member will be capable of working with both school

pupils and college students and will possess competency

in developing pupil and teacher learning activities.

,In addition, staff members will be,committed to the

concept of individual progress and will demonstrate

this commitment through activities adapted to specific

models of individualized instruction. O
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The. Participants - Undergraduate teacher candidates

who hp.ve completed the basic liberal arts .requirements

at an accredited institution of higher learning will

work through three-year professional studies

sequence termed a Career Ladder. Pre4(iouslycertificated

teachers on the Staff maywork through -a Career Ladder

towards an.advanrced degree.

The Career Ladders - The Ceriter will provide for

all levels of a differehtiated staff. In additidn,
;

provision will be made for movement up Career Ladders.

However, the desire to move up the Ladders will not

be a pre-reqUisite
s

for entrance into the program; Steps

on the Career Ladder for prospective teachers are

a$ follows:

1. Junior Intern,

2. Senior Intern
3

3. Teacher Assistant (Baccalaureate Degree)

o Teacher (Master's Degree and State approved

Center- certification)

Steps on the Career Ladder for Staff teachers are

as follows:

1 ., Maste'r'S Degree



for:

2. Educational Specialist Degree with a. major in

Student Teacher Training

3. Doctor, of Education Degree with a major in

Certification. Assessment

Assessment of Needs

Teacher preparatign-programs are needed which-provide

1. Longer periods of time in school settings in

which students of teaching may relate. sound

educational theory to practice in the profession.

2. More adequate supervision and guidance in

initial teaching experience.

3. Closer cooperation among teacher preparation

institUtions, teacher certification agencies,

public schools, and community in planning ,

and implementing professional prepartion,

programs.

4. Professional development for public school and

Universitystaff members to up-date their
\e_

knowledge and repertory of teaching skills,

specifically as they relate to the training of

student teachers

General Ohjectives . ,

MOPET is defined' specifically as a-program where
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prospective teachers are assigned to the Northeast District

,
for longer periods of time than/ sthe usual short term stu-

dent teaching experience. A formal program for the-pre-

service and in-service training of teachers will be a

function of this program and will be accomplished through

the Consortium. Student teachers' classroom performance

will be evaluated through selected measurable. teaching

7.

e basic ideas presented in this prospectus are:

1. To develop a consortium from representatives

of Florida Atlan. c University, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, Florida A. and M.

University, the Northeast District of Dade*

County Public Schools,* the Florida State

Department Of Education, and various

community agencies.

2. To establish competency-based certification-

procedures for prospective teachers.

'3'. To establish performance criteria for'

student-teacher trainers.

4. To
1
develop through ,the Consortium specific

criteria for the granting ofan Educational

Specialist degree for ,student - teacher

trainers and an Educational Dotorate d?gree

for certifiCation assessment Cciaii-sts.'

5. To utilize instructional elements designed to



.

tea

PhilosoDhical Bases of MOPET
ti

.

.

The following value commitments'and educational goals

are basic to the development of 'MOPET.

1. Continuous progress 4.all levels of education

.-

2, Individualization and personalization of

instruction
. -. . . .

. '3. Uniqueness-of teaching and learning style ,

4. Necessity of providing a variety of alternatives

in learning activities and experiences

5. Development of 'ability to self-evaluate and

self-direct one's own learning

ilitation of inquiry--learaing)1.0w to learn

an 'think .

/

'\
.

\

7. .Importance of positive self-concept development
,

8. ,Need to explore new approaches to the*account--

ability or evaluation process--e,g. identification

of performance based Criteria or perf, rmance

.
indicators-and examination of the role o feedback.

101 Need to examine the changing roles of teacher and

learner at all .levels

11.- Need for -cooperation among "the various agencies

and institutions involved in the education of

children



A

a -

° Commitment to'the above leads to several kinds of

implications for teacher education:

1. Need to establish Certification Centers-which

will provide for more conperation'among agencies

involved in. teacher education and' certification

2.' Need to explore effective ways of utilizing

teacher educator ersonnel--both university

and public school

3. Need to identify knowledge, skills, and attitudes

Which will e'desirable outcomes of designed

learning experiences

4. Need to.examine ways of analyzing teaching-

behavior which will help individuals to grow

in self-evaluative abilities

5. Need to design, describe; invent and appraise

t1e kinds of learning activities 'Which make .up

a teacher preparation program and the appro-

,priate placement of the ab9ve

6. Need to search for new and,better waysto .

interrelate'theory and:practice

7. Need to examine a variety of alternative,

approaches ':o. the fdeld-experience 'component

. /

of the program'

In preparing teachers to cope with a rapidly changing



world, We can no longer afford to be institutions bound at

either the university or publicfSchool level. Isola'ted and

short term kinds of.exporiences seem to violate the notions

of continuous progress and integra'tion of theory and practice.
fo,

-

Teaehel euu:_aturs ale beginning to view teacher preparation ..=

as more properly involving a continuum of experienCes.

Secondly, the accountability qpestion is becomingcrit-

41: ".:eessary for teacher edudAtors to deal with

the problem of identifiCatign of performances necessary for

beginning teaching effectiveness. The traditional 8-10 or 1

even 16 week student teaching experience-has been increas

ingly viewed as inadequate in this regard. Three-year i-

ternships and Certification Centers are among .the 'alterna-,

tives being suggested to bridge the gap between prervice

and in-Service developMent..3

It-is,blear-P.hat new models for teacher education which

have some universal and transferable qualities must be'developed

since teacher education ,can no longer be dealt' wi effectively

by one institutional bok. It is with this in mind- that

.44

MOPET is being proposed.

Phase

Program Provisionc, of MOPET

1. Representatives from the participating agencies
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of the Consortium will be identified.

The representatives will cooperatively identify
"."

clusters of teacher training competencies.,

The P.roposedi,initial Certification Center has beeti.

*ideptified as the Northeast District, Dade County;-
Or" P

°
Florida.

Specifications for attainment of bacCalaureate-,

masters, specialist and doctoiate degrees will be'

agreed upon by the-Consortium,members.

Proposed training proced ures necessary' for achev-

ing the identified competencies will be coopera- .

tively developed through the, Consortium..

. Training experiences will be initiated.

.- The Consortium will monitor progress Of MOPET and

Phase II

1.

'r

, continually 'r,edefine'goals end program component-g-

on the basis of feedback'fromovarying sources.

On the basis of cooperative/y considered evaluation'

,appropriate ,revisions will be implemented.

2. The ConsertiuM will disseminate materials-and reports j

as to the effectiveness. of the program.
1

Phase III 0

Phace III might well be the establishment: of other

such centers in. various ',geographic localities, with the



4

Northeast District serving as the prototype Center.a
CONCLUSIONS

, .
.

','MOPET represents an effort toe coops - natively develop
, 1 ,

a viable teaChereducation progran% It is characterized

by a_number of unlue.featur-a.:
. f \

1. University student .teachers will engage in' a
,,

program! tha.emphasizes meaningful 61assroom '

.

.

.
,

experience's- as the basis for teacher certifi-

i

cation and entry into the teaChing'profes'sion.

2. Ansin-service-progralcwill 'be 'inpaemented
O

cooperatively through a Consortium of,indti-

tutions devoted to teaching, teacher education,

and teacher certificatiori.

3. The, University and the, school system will be

restructured to permit a shared instructional,

responsibility in the teacher educAion program.

.4. '\ Staff in both ,the University and pchool system

\

will, engage in a continual self - renewal program

\as data from the various feedback systems

might indicate.

5. n ;Teachers of exceptional ability will be afford-

4
.ed-opportunitle's for professional advancement
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4

`to higher degree status while their services

Are still being utilited by the public school

-:systeM.

. The etry into the:profepsion would now be-

r )

/come une reSponsibility bf a Consortium
/

University --PU1Aic School'- State Department

.of-Edu6ation - Community.

'T),. -4 fining of teachers would take place

under an "open system" with input and pro-

for,Self renewal coming from several: I

1. Public School

2 C8Mmunity

-S, University:

State DepartMent of Education

Programs. of the nature cited above, perhaps combined

with some features from the models cited in Chapter 3
.

,
', -

promise to greatly change the overall training program
., .,

,

.

'for teachers. It is encouraging'tonote that' practically'
Al

I

all the emerging models arc stressing cooperative ventures

with public schools and universities, with a*few,,of the
/ ,,

.

models including the community..
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MOPET and.other'similar cooperative models

previously described could be the base from which

-improved apprOaches to in-service training emerge.
.

, MOPET already makes provisions for the specialized

training of teachers' in supervisory techniques.

Through th&cooperative approach toplanping and

inpiementation stressed in these models, in- service

4
education could b -mecome'yore responsive to the, needs

of those concerned -\ the tea6hers, the loc,Aadmin

istrative body, the.community an4 the state depart-
,

memt of,e6ucation. The university representation

in the Consortium or advisory council could be an

important factor in the developm6nt of more sophis-,

ticated techniques of training.

e
If more effective pre-service training programs

,

aieinstituted on a large scale, the effect will be
A

cumulative, 'leading to new and'different in-service

needs. The focus of in-service training will un-

dbUbtedly have to. change_to incorporate more

innovative concepts.

If the.benefits derived from new and exd-iting

pre-service teacher education programs are not to F

be dissipated, then special .efforts to extend these

benefits to in-service participants must be made.
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New techniques and new approaches izio teacher edu-
/

.ca ion must not-be reservedsfor prospective-teachers

must -be adapted for career _teachers as

-ThroughOut this paper,- cooperative approaches

to teacher e*dubatIon have been advocated. _Although

such approaches are probably just as desirable for

'in- service. training as for pre - service training,

the individual needs of teachers:should redeiVe.

prime consideration; Merely prescribing_for_teachers

,without actively involving them indecision making

violates the.very principles that our more en-

lightened educators espouse,

The sifties have brought many changes to society

and to ducation. But ashas been pointed out in

this aild previous chapters, teacher education' still

has a long way to go. It has been said that the

seventies surere a time' for giant steps in education, I

Surely one of'the most pressing needs fnr giant steps

pertains to the reorganization of teachei. edUcation."

And surely the local effort in this regard will be /

instrumental in not only the extent but also the

quality of this reorganizatiori.

1. Joe L. Frost and G. Thomas Roland, "The Seventies:
a Time for Giant. Steps," The Education bicmst,
(February, 1970), 1 - 4.
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